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Throughout the twentieth century, a variety of art forms emerged that shared a similar 
approach to abstract images in motion. They evolved with the medium of motion film 
from the 1890s to 1910s and also shared a root in the older area of ‘colour music’ 
although, as we shall see, some of their major practitioners distanced themselves from 
earlier attempts to make an equivalence between the scales of music and sequences of 
colours. The range of names for this practice of making animated abstract images 
reflects the breadth of approaches, but one overarching term that could probably apply 
to all of them is ‘visual music’. This is defined by Brian Evans as follows:
Visual music can be defined as time- based visual imagery that establishes a 
temporal architecture in a way similar to absolute music. It is typically non- 
narrative and non- representational (although it need not be either). Visual music 
can be accompanied by sound but can also be silent.1
This chapter will explore Thomas Wilfred’s relation to music in his self- defined art form 
of ‘lumia’, and compare him to contemporaries including the abstract animator Mary 
Ellen Bute (1906–83) and Oskar Fischinger (1900–67), as these two artists were the most 
successful and visible proponents of visual music in mid- twentieth- century America. 
They went on to influence a number of significant successors in the field, not least the 
pioneers of early computerized animation, James and John Whitney. Fischinger also 
influenced the young John Cage, whilst Wilfred had some impact on Jackson Pollock 
and was exhibited alongside him at the Museum of Modern Art (MoMA), New York.
As part of the general rediscovery of early twentieth-century technological art that 
has developed since the late 1990s, Thomas Wilfred’s ‘lumia’ artworks have benefited 
from something of a revival. ‘Lumia’ was the name for the overarching concept of time- 
based light art that Wilfred conceived from 1916 onwards; whilst his projection systems 
were called ‘clavilux’. These ranged from keyboard- controlled concert hall- scale arrays 
of theatrical lighting down to various domestic self- contained projection units that 
Wilfred constructed until the late 1950s. Several of the domestic units were purchased 
by MoMA and displayed in their own room until at least the 1970s, whilst others went 
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to wealthy collectors on the West Coast of the USA. Although Wilfred benefited from 
his exposure at MoMA, he was adamant that his lumia performances should not be 
filmed, partly because he conceived of them as live events and partly because the 
typical filming equipment of the era was not sensitive enough to pick up the shifting 
light- forms created by the lumia.
It is interesting, therefore, that director Terrence Malick’s recent film, The Tree of Life 
(2011), features an unusual image at the end: a shifting red and yellow light at the 
beginning and end that might represent the creative force or the creator. It was 
mysterious to film critics who referred to it as ‘glimmers of unfathomable light’ or, less 
positively, as ‘the great whatsit’.2 Gregory Zinman, in the New Yorker, tracked it down 
through the credits as Malik himself never gives interviews about his films:
The Tree of Life’s credits, however, reveal the image to be the light artist Thomas 
Wilfred’s ‘Opus 161’ (1965–66). Now largely forgotten, Wilfred’s ‘lumia 
compositions’, as he called them, are both feats of bric- a-brac engineering and 
ethereal works of art. He employed reflective mirrors, hand- painted glass disks, 
and bent pieces of metal – all housed in a screened wooden cabinet, or, in one case, 
mounted on a walnut ‘tea wagon’ – to transform beams of light produced by a 
series of lamps and lenses.3
It was filmed from the original lumia construct owned by American art collectors 
Eugene and Carol Epstein. Their private collection in Los Angeles houses nine of the 
surviving eighteen lumia pieces constructed by Wilfred. The Epsteins have been 
dedicated to the preservation of Wilfred’s works since Eugene first encountered the 
lumia at MoMA in 1960, where it was screened in a darkened alcove. Eugene described 
the ecstatic experience of watching ‘Opus 137’ for an extended period:
‘Sublime, ineluctable beauty. It’s a visceral joy.’4
Eugene Epstein’s expression of the Sublime could be seen in the context of David 
Nye’s conception of the ‘technological sublime’ as a peculiarly American manifestation 
that connects earlier forms of natural sublimity with technological expressions. One 
manifestation that Nye points to is the emergence of the electrically- lit cityscape at the 
turn of the twentieth century as a spontaneous kinetic form that engaged the popular 
imagination, in ways very similar to Wilfred’s clavilux:
This vibrant landscape [of electric light] was the product of uncoordinated 
individual decisions, yet it had a collective effect – a kinetic impact – that no one 
had anticipated. Taken together, the myriad lights produced a lively landscape with 
strong popular appeal. Like the accident of the city skyline, the electrified city was 
something fundamentally new, an unintended sublimity.5
This aspect of the Sublime comes through in early writings about the impact of the 
clavilux on 1920s audiences examined by Jed Rasula, many from critics who perceived 
in the moving colour- forms of the lumia a continuity with the emerging area of abstract 
art, now animated and projected on a vast scale:
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[R]eviewers [used] lists of verbs to evoke the experience of a primal pulsation that 
could not be objectified:‘swirling and whirling and curling, twisting and untwisting, 
folding and folding, gliding, approaching and retreating, in that haunted and 
inexplicable space.6
Rasula sees in this the attempt to find a suitable descriptive language for the experience 
they were undergoing in viewing the lumia. Indeed, its closeness to the formal qualities 
of early abstraction surely assisted Wilfred’s standing with MoMA, which in 1971 
staged a retrospective of his work featuring eleven programmed lumia compositions 
and concept drawings demonstrating his technical ideas, concepts and project 
development.7
Thirty years previously, the museum had purchased Wilfred’s Vertical Sequence II, 
Opus 137, the first of his works to enter a museum collection, and then in 1952 included 
him in an influential show, 15 Americans. This might be where Jackson Pollock is 
reputed to have seen Wilfred’s work; certainly, two of his associates credited Wilfred as 
an inspiration for some of Pollock’s later ideas.8
Wilfred was exhibited again in 1958 and 1962, and MoMA commissioned Lumia 
Suite, Opus 158 in 1963, which was the piece that Eugene Epstein saw in a darkened 
alcove in the Auditorium Gallery. Although this official recognition came quite late in 
Wilfred’s life – he died in 1968 – he had already been quite influential within the New 
York art scene as a result of his own efforts to showcase lumia both on theatre tours and 
in his purpose- built space, the Art Institute of Light on Lexington Avenue.
Wilfred brought a range of skills to his lumia project, not least his wide- ranging 
technical knowledge and his continual refinement of the clavilux, the programmable 
mechanical projection system that made the lumia possible. Whilst the theatre 
installation version of clavilux had an extensive range of controls, the domestic version 
was more limited and used coloured discs as a kind of pre- recorded visual content. 
There is a very interesting photograph of a 1930s clavilux operated with a small 
controller that looks for all the world like a games console long before Magnavox 
developed the first T V interactive system in the 1960s. It is as if Wilfred anticipated 
this area of home entertainment by over thirty years.
Although he conceived of a small- scale clavilux for widespread use, Wilfred had a 
very particular understanding of ‘lumia’:
An eighth fine art is beginning its life in our generation, a silent visual art, in which 
the artist’s sole medium of expression is light. The new art form has been named 
lumia. Like its seven older sisters [painting, sculpture, music etc], lumia is an aesthetic 
concept, expressed through a physical basis of methods, materials and tools. In a 
complete definition the two aspects must be stated separately before a composite can 
yield a clear picture. The aesthetic definition must clarify the artist’s conception and 
intent, the physical one the means he employs in achieving his object.9
This ‘eighth fine art’ is positioned as a self- contained area of artistic practice that bears 
some relation to painting but is achieved entirely with light. Wilfred notes that it has 
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both an aesthetic (or conceptual) component and a physical one in terms of its 
techniques and technological basis. The use of light, though not entirely novel, was 
positioned in contrast to the work of Scriabin and Rimington, and Wilfred was 
particularly concerned with the formal aspects of the lumia experience.
Aleksandr Scriabin is today remembered primarily for his piano music and his 
symphonies, such as Prometheus (1915). However, his synaesthetic concepts have 
recently been re- evaluated and his attempts to produce a range of colour values 
corresponding to the tones of the scale – deriving more from personal experience than 
from previous ‘colour scales’ – resulted in an instrument intended to accompany his 
musical scores with light:
In Scriabin’s case, this mode of perception resulted in the colour- symphony 
‘Prometheus,’ a work which included an instrument he called the Tastiera per luce 
which would project coloured light according to the composer’s system of synthetic 
association. It was so natural for Scriabin to associate literal colour with tonalities that 
he did not bother to explain the color significance in the published orchestral score.10
Wallace Rimington, was a London- based professor of painting who in 1893 invented a 
coloured projection system, the ‘Colour Organ’, intended for accompanying orchestral 
works with a changing backdrop of colours. This was played with a keyboard like a 
standard organ, the keys operating a system of electric lights. Scriabin and Rimington 
were two key exponents of the concept of ‘colour music’, which also informed early 
abstract animators such as Fischinger.
Wilfred’s opposition to ‘Colour Music’ had crystallized by 1947 when he wrote the 
first of two articles in the Journal of Aesthetics & Art Criticism. Whilst he praised 
Pythagoras as the first experiencer of lumia (in the sense that his theory of the ‘music 
of the spheres’ is about movement and proportion as seen in the night sky), he also 
blamed Aristotle for suggesting a basic equivalence between sound and colour:
Aristotle unwittingly launched the unfortunate changeling ‘Colour Music’ with the 
following passage in De Sensu: ‘Colours may mutually relate like musical concords 
for their pleasantest arrangement; like those concords mutually proportionate.’11
In his article, Wilfred made further critical observations on the history of this 
‘unfortunate changeling’, revisiting the eighteenth- century French experimenter Father 
Castel who produced a ‘colour harpsichord’. Wilfred pointed out that although Castel 
was influenced by Newton, he made the subjective decision to change some of his 
colour values to suit his preferred musical notes. In other words, all these colour–note 
correspondences were purely personal and did not relate to some fixed scale of colour. 
In this Wilfred claimed support from Goethe: ‘Goethe concludes with the statement 
that colour and sound act “in wholly different provinces, in different modes, on different 
elements, for different senses.” ’12
This connects Wilfred to the German Romantic tradition, emanating from Goethe, 
about the subjectivity of colour and its affective properties as opposed to Newton’s 
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insistence on a fixed and universal scheme of colours taken from the splitting of white 
light. As Dani Cavallaro notes in relation to Goethe’s interest in synesthesia:
Romantic art was profoundly inspired by Goethe’s emphasis on the subjectivity of 
colour, viewing it as a positive recognition of the role played by imagination and 
conjecture in the fashioning of empirical reality.13
Goethe also inspired Otto Runge to develop his ideas that linked music to visual art, so 
Wilfred was perhaps too hasty to claim him as a support for dividing the visual and 
sonic arts. This contrasts with Scriabin, perhaps the key exponent of visual music in the 
early twentieth century, even though he barely lived to see his music performed with 
colour machines. His mystically- informed attempt to find a scale of colour to match 
the musical octave included a very personal concept of synaesthetic correspondence 
between pitch, colour and the meaning of these links. In this way, Scriabin utilized a 
very old concept and renewed it for the twentieth century.
His development of a colour machine, the luce, as a performance instrument to 
accompany his orchestral scores was also a new departure. He was a contemporary of 
others such as Rimington, who were moving towards the same concept, but they 
tended to use pre- existing music as the basis for their performances. By contrast, 
Scriabin aimed to compose simultaneously in both media and thus retained creative 
control over auditory and visual aspects.
Wilfred – perhaps unkindly – noted that critical responses to both Rimington’s 
colour performance at St James’s Hall in 1895 and Scriabin’s first New York performance 
of Prometheus in 1915, with the tastiera per luce, were at best mixed. He attributes this 
to the formless qualities of the colours that accompanied the music in both cases. 
Rimington’s system was set up to be played like an organ, with rapid colour changes 
from lights; whilst Scriabin’s much more modest machine used coloured lamps onstage, 
arranged in a circular format. In the case of Rimington, Wilfred says:
The draped screen pulsates with changing colour; there is no form, only a restless 
flicker, hue after hue, one for each musical note sounded. As the tempo of the 
music increases, the accompanying colours succeed one another too rapidly to be 
caught by the eye, while the ear readily accepts and enjoys the most rapid passage 
in the music.14
Wilfred averred that there was a basic incompatibility between the eye’s appreciation of 
colour and the ear’s registration of musical notes. The problem, he thought, was that the 
eye craves form and searches this out. With some surprise he noted that despite being 
a professor of painting, Rimington ‘realized too late that form is an indispensable factor 
in a visual art’. Wilfred made a clever reversal of the ‘colour organ’ premise to 
demonstrate this underlying weakness: by using a photoelectric cell attached to a 
sound generator, one could scan the light values of different paintings to render them 
into noise: ‘Even if we succeed in getting deep, basso- profundo rumblings from a 
Rembrandt and high, plaintive howls from a Picasso, we shall have proved nothing.’15
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Wilfred’s clavilux developed from primitive light- projecting devices he built in his 
youth in Denmark. As a student of painting in Paris at the turn of the twentieth century, 
he received no support from his teachers for his ideas, so he abandoned painting 
altogether and supported himself as a musician and singer in order to keep his 
experiments going. From his early start in 1905, it took him the best part of seventeen 
years to develop the device he christened the ‘clavilux’ to a point where he could 
publicly perform. In the interim he served in World War I from 1914 to 1916 and then 
departed to New York, where he remained for the rest of his life.
At this point there was an important development in Wilfred’s artistic evolution that 
was not mentioned in his 1947 article. One might speculate why this omission occurred. 
On his arrival in New York, Wilfred made the acquaintance of the noted architect and 
designer Claude Fayette Bragdon. An innovator who developed the ideas of Louis 
Sullivan and other forward- thinking American architects in the early 1900s, Bragdon 
was also deeply influenced by Theosophy, as was Wilfred. This found expression in 
Bragdon’s enthusiasm for sacred geometry and an underlying mathematical basis for 
various sensory experiences including music and art.16 From 1913 onwards he also 
became involved in Festivals of Song and Light, events using massed choirs and light 
projections through stencils. These incorporated the concept of a “democratic cultural 
form capable of uniting a crowd of individuals into a unified polity expressing itself with 
one voice”, owing something to Wagner, Bergson and various Theosophical thinkers.17 
Bragdon’s projective ornaments used patterns synthesised from Eastern and Western 
architecture, and a palette of colours “based on correspondences between musical and 
chromatic harmonies”. When the United States entered World War I in 1917, Bragdon 
also developed military festivals for soldiers departing for Europe.
That year, Bragdon formed a society called the Prometheans with the painter 
Van Dearing Perrine and Thomas Wilfred, whom he already knew from his lute 
performances. The project was bankrolled by Bragdon’s wealthy associate, Walter 
Kirkpatrick Brice, who offered space at his estate in Huntington, Long Island, for the 
construction of a laboratory and ten- seat private theatre with a projection screen for 
the light art. Bragdon had already experimented with an early light machine that he 
had built in a converted hayloft “with the aid of carpenters, tinsmiths, and electricians” 
around 1917.18 However he was impressed with Wilfred’s enthusiasm and skill in the 
new space created for the Prometheans:
A skilled mechanic and electrician, with clear- cut ideas of what he wanted to do 
and how to go about it, always on the job and utterly absorbed in it, Wilfred soon 
became the dominant member of our still incipient organization.19
It seems that Wilfred utilised the space and materials to build his first clavilux and went 
on to exhibit it as a solo endeavour. Bragdon hints at a disagreement over expanding 
the Prometheans to include such figures as Norman Bel Geddes, widely known for his 
stage designs and lighting, which Wilfred opposed.20 Wilfred’s focus seems to have 
been solely on his own machine and art. That said, Bragdon’s memoir does not seem 
bitter about his decision to pursue a solo career.
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Given their shared Theosophical background and points of reference in the history 
of projected light machines going back to Bainbridge Bishop’s ’Color Organ’, one can 
assume that Wilfred absorbed some of Bragdon’s ideas about colour and music. Not 
only did Bragdon oppose a simplistic correlation between colour and musical forms, 
he also averred:
Music unfolds in time, Time implies succession. Colour music unfolds in space, and 
space implies simultaneity. If there should be a workable correlation between 
music and mobile colour it should be sought, therefore, rather in the domain of 
harmony, which involves simultaneity, than in melody, which is succession.21
Wilfred’s later writings certainly bear the stamp of Bragdon’s concepts, although this 
should not detract from his original developments in the area of light art. His clavilux 
performances achieved critical success and encouraged him to tour the USA and 
Europe, establishing a cycle where he performed during the winter and spent the 
summers improving his machinery. Although Wilfred recognized that much of the 
acclaim for his earlier work was merely a craving for novelty on the part of the public – 
he refused all requests to use the clavilux for advertising ‘Stockings, Chewing Gum, 
Laxatives, [and] Cigarettes’22 – he was also prescient in establishing his Art Institute of 
Light. Conceived as a lumia theatre with studios and laboratories, it was built at Grand 
Central Palace in New York and opened in 1933. Here he held regular lumia performances 
and also encouraged visits from local art schools such as the Pratt Institute. An account 
by Carolyn S. Ashbrook relates a visit by students from the Fine Arts Department of 
Pratt in 1939. She wanted them to see the potentials of colour in motion and talked 
about the ‘recital’ given by Wilfred in quite musical terms:
Here were possibilities that stirred one to create rhythms of his own with the whole 
range of the rainbow to work with. Here were abstract and semi- representational 
forms woven into patterns, some suggesting objects in the world of nature, and 
some far removed from reality . . . All were made out of light, which broke into 
colours of every conceivable relationship . . . Mr. Wilfred happily uses the term 
‘recital’ for his programmes.
. . . To a great screen, by means of powerful projectors, light was thrown, in front 
of which patterns evolved, forming and reforming, swinging through orbits that 
gave them definite three- dimensional quality and introducing colour in great 
purity that changed by each movement into every imaginable tone.23
Clearly there was a distinctly musical concept at work but not one that was actually 
accompanied by music. The irony, given Wilfred’s later critique of colour music, is that he 
had begun as a musician and also gave early lumia performances accompanied by music.
Writing in 1947, some 26 years after his first public lumia performance, Wilfred set 
out a series of parameters for lumia that emphasize its visual, even painterly, qualities:
‘Form, colour and motion are the three basic factors in lumia – as in all visual 
experience – and form and motion are the two most important.’24
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For Wilfred this constituted a new art form because motion and form could be 
generated simultaneously by the use of changing light sources controlled by 
interchangeable slides, masks and the variations made possible by changing the 
electrical current. Nor was this constrained by a flat surface. He considered the 
projected image to be a materialization of the artist’s visual imagination that was 
present in three dimensions, even if the suggestion of volume had to be achieved by 
varying light intensity instead of actual three- dimensional shapes:
The lumia artist conceives his idea as a three- dimensional drama unfolding in 
infinite space. In order to share his vision with others he must materialize it. This 
he may do by executing it as a two- dimensional sequence, projected on a flat white 
screen by means of a specially constructed projection instrument controlled from 
a keyboard. [He] strives to add, by optical means, an illusion of the missing third 
dimension to his flat screen image, and to perform it so convincingly in a spatial 
way that the screen creates the illusion of a large window opening on infinity, and 
the spectator imagines he is witnessing a radiant drama in deep space.25
In Wilfred’s 1948 article ‘Composing in the Art of Lumia’, he explained to the would- be 
lumia performer that the system uses light as a structural and temporal medium. It is 
therefore able to bring out a greater range of luminance and chromatic value from a 
dark background instead of having a white canvas as its backdrop. Wilfred framed the 
artist’s imagination as an imaginary journey through space, an advanced idea for the 
1940s, and makes an implicit connection between the ‘mind’s eye’ and the glowing 
entoptic images that form when the eyes are closed; he also suggests an equivalence 
between inner and outer space.
In lumia, your sole medium of expression is light. You must fashion it into form, 
colour, and motion by means of a projection instrument controlled from an organ- 
like keyboard . . . In light, you have additional dimensions to work with – you are 
literally free of time and space. A white canvas is no longer your highest value; you 
may imbue a colour with dazzling, sun- like intensity, using for contrast an absolute 
and velvety darkness. But the time dimension is by far your most important new 
factor. You are to be a choreographer of motion in space and for this you must 
possess a dancer’s sense of grace, a musician’s feeling for rhythmic flow.26
The article was intended to provide the artist with a framework for lumia. Wilfred 
divides the imaginary space up by means of an XY grid and also creates temporal 
markers for the progression of the moving images.
According to Wilfred’s diagram, the screen on which the lumia is projected is 
conceived as a transparent plane interposed between the spectator and the virtual space 
within which the lumia image moves. Wilfred did not see the lumia as a two- dimensional 
surface but as an image with volume, a kind of kinetic sculpture composed of light.27
Once the spatial element was established, Wilfred then described the sequential 
movements of the lumia in terms not dissimilar to motion film. Its changes were 
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broken down into a series of frames and the filmic element becomes evident in his 
diagrammatic representations. The motions were plotted in advance, as a kind of 
programme, anticipating later developments in computer graphics. Wilfred conceived 
of a graphical form resembling that of the computer image space in both visual and 
structural terms.
Although motion was a key part of the performance and Wilfred presented the 
lumia artist as a performer using the clavilux as an interactive instrument, he also 
stated quite firmly that lumia is ‘a silent visual art’. Indeed, the lumia performances at 
the Art Institute of Light, and later at MoMA, were silent. Thus the visual aspects of 
lumia were to the fore. In this he diverged quite sharply from many of his contemporaries 
who wanted to use similar technologies and concepts to unify music and imagery, and 
achieve the ancient aspiration towards ‘colour music’.
Writing in the Leonardo journal in the late 1980s, Stephen Eskilson uses Dick 
Higgins’s term ‘intermedia’ to consider Wilfred’s contribution to the arts. Higgins, a key 
member of the Fluxus group in the early 1960s that also included Allan Kaprow and 
Nam June Paik, was convinced that the old divisions between various media were 
utterly outdated and inadequate to explain the performative art that Fluxus championed.
For the last ten years or so, artists have changed their media to suit this situation, 
to the point where the media have broken down in their traditional forms, and 
have become merely puristic points of reference . . . This is the intermedial 
approach, to emphasize the dialectic between the media. A composer is a dead 
man unless he composes for all the media and for his world.28
However Eskilson also points out that throughout the 1920s, Wilfred did in fact 
perform with music and in 1926 he worked with the conductor Leopold Stokowski to 
accompany several orchestral pieces as a visual performer. As Rollin Smith notes:
Leopold Stokowski’s interest in electronic technology – particularly with regard to 
recording, is well known. He was also interested in every kind of electronic 
instrument and through the course of his career he featured several recently- 
invented instruments at his concerts. The first was on 2 and 4 January 1926, when 
his performance of Rimsky-Korsakov’s Scheherazade was accompanied by Thomas 
Wilfred playing his clavilux.29
It seems that the critical appreciation of these later performances was lacking and 
therefore Wilfred seems to have made a definite decision to work in the visual area only 
and not evoke the synaesthetic potential of combining music and imagery.30 However, 
Stokowski was very appreciative of the qualities of the clavilux and spoke of its ethereal, 
almost spiritual, dimension in a conversation with Jiddu Krishnamurti about the 
nature of creativity:
It seems to me that music is the least material of the arts, and perhaps we could 
even conceive of an art still subtler than that. I was very impressed by a light- 
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colour organ called the ‘clavilux’, invented by Thomas Wilfred of New York. He has 
developed what seems to me a new art of colour in form and motion, and it 
occurred to me that there are aspects of music that are extremely immaterial.31
Eskilson proposes that Willard Huntington Wright’s art primer The Future of Painting 
of 1923, which asserted that projected light would become the future of painting, might 
have influenced Wilfred. In his short book, Huntington Wright proposed that the 
evolution of painting was moving away from the dominance of drawing, towards a 
form appropriate for modern interests in colour. He considered that true expression of 
colour could never be achieved with pigments on a surface, but should instead be 
represented by light itself:
That light is the logical means for the expression of colour is obvious, for colour is 
light; and only through light (that is: the heliotropic aspect of colour) can colour 
be made to function most effectively . . . Light, in fact, is the only medium which 
answers all the requirements of the colour- artist.32
The first manifestations of this were Wallace-Rimington’s colour organ, Scriabin’s luce 
and Wilfred’s clavilux, all mentioned by name. Given that the book was published in 
1923, Huntington Wright was certainly in the vanguard of new media and in many 
ways ahead of his time. However, he was critical of all three attempts: he said the colour 
organ was underpinned by the wrong chromatic scale; Scriabin’s efforts were written 
off as ‘abortive and futile’ because he was ignorant of modern colour research (though 
arguably he worked from more personal colour values); and Wilfred’s concept was said 
to be ‘lacking in aesthetic value and is woefully restricted in the control of both forms 
and colours’.33 But Huntington Wright recognized that all these efforts had value:
The aesthetic failure of these instruments does not, at the present time, matter. By the 
mere projection of mobile coloured lights they have proved the value – and, indeed, 
the inevitability – of this medium for the new art of colour; and, even in their present 
crude form, they are not so inherently inadequate a medium as oil paint.34
Would Wilfred have been in any way inspired by such faint praise? Even so, we find 
here an art critic who was very supportive of the medium of projected light; who 
appraised the non- figurative art movements working in the early 1920s; and who made 
some bold predictions about the future development of art and technology:
The colour- instrument of the future will not merely throw pretty squares, circles, 
coils, and volutes of coloured light on a screen, but will be able to record the artist’s 
moods, desires and emotions along any visually formal aesthetic line. Only when 
such an instrument has been perfected can the modern artist’s creative conceptions 
be properly expressed. With the completion of this new medium the art of colour 
will have entirely dissociated itself from the art of painting, not only impulse and 
conception, but in the world’s attitude towards it.35
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Huntington Wright suggested that visual aesthetics are amenable to some kind of 
formal analysis that would enable them to be produced mechanically, and function as 
the direct expression of the artist’s imagination without any need for an intervening 
physical medium like oil paint. Yet he also thought that this new form might embody 
ancient concepts of visual art, and looked back to the canons of Chinese art formulated 
by Hsieh Ho that can be summarized as: rhythmic vitality; organic structure; conformity 
with nature, in a Daoist sense of conveying more than just the external form; and the 
arrangement or composition and the transmission of classic models.36
Despite his inherent dislike of the genre of ‘colour music’ and awareness of the 
flawed attempts by early pioneers, it is nevertheless arguable that Wilfred’s lumia arose 
from a tradition of musical performance. The name of the clavilux itself recalled the 
clavichord, a keyboard contemporary of the harpsichord, and its appearance strongly 
recalled a theatre organ with multiple keys and stops. Wilfred’s lumia were composed 
and controlled with this instrument and he clearly derived both compositional and 
performative elements from musical precursors. In her description for the MoMA 
catalogue, Donna M. Stein alludes to the continuities between musical instruments and 
Wilfred’s visual ‘instrument’:
In 1919, after fourteen years of experimentation, Thomas Wilfred made his first 
successful instrument, the clavilux, a name derived from the Latin, meaning ‘light 
played by key.’ Wilfred’s ideas for the clavilux and lumia were dependent upon 
modern advancements in electrical and mechanical research. Technology has 
freed the artist by expanding the possibilities for his creativity. The clavilux is one 
of the earliest examples of this freedom – a creation unifying art and science. 
Beginning with Model A, Thomas Wilfred built eight variations on his first clavilux, 
of which the seventh variation (G) is on view in the Auditorium Gallery.37
Aside from noting the organ- like form of the clavilux itself, with stops and keys, Wilfred 
also used opus numbers for his visual compositions, and his pre- performance speeches 
explained his treatment of colour and form in harmonic and melodic terms. Not only 
Wilfred himself but critics who viewed his works concluded they had most connection 
to music than any other art form.38
A further aspect of this debate is the different approach that Wilfred adopted for his 
domestic versions of the clavilux, the clavilux junior. One of these machines was 
recently sold at auction by Skinner (April 2015, for $11,070) and is described as follows:
Thomas Wilfred’s ‘Clavilux Junior’, Clavilux Laboratories, New York, May 1930, 
walnut veneered Art Deco cabinet housing the convex white screen, upper and 
lower colored bulbs in the upper section of the cabinet, bottom section with 
remote control, pierced disc turntable to allow light to filter through for projection 
of colored glass discs, light projection tube, and disc storage [with] clear 8-in. glass 
disc with five various prism shapes, six colored disc with labels reading in part 
Clavilux Junior with record numbers OP 72 through OP 76, six clear glass discs, 
cabinet ht. 68 in.39
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Eskilson proposes that these scaled- down optical machines were intended to play 
lumia automatically and were effectively pieces of kinetic sculpture. They marked a 
change in his attitude towards the concept of light art:
Between 1929 and 1931, however, Wilfred altered his strategy and began work on 
self- playing claviluxes that could be displayed like paintings. Consequently, he 
recontextualized lumia, divorcing it from the context of musical aesthetics and 
realigning it conceptually with modernist painting.40
Wilfred primarily conceived the display of lumia as a performance, but he saw the 
potential for scaled- down clavilux systems for home use. He also started exploring 
programmed and pre- recorded performances to enable non- experts to experience the 
imagery using disks that had lumia colours inscribed on them. They could also produce 
variations using other settings that enabled the machine to project unrepeated 
performances for over a year. This alone should make Wilfred a true precursor of 
programmable computer graphics, even if what he was producing was really an 
analogue light- emitting system that made variations upon a pre- recorded theme.
Although the light- forms projected by Wilfred’s system looked quite diaphanous, 
they are not: they had a range of underlying structures as per Wilfred’s grid system, to 
the extent that he conceived of several works as programmatic experiences intended to 
evoke the architecture of mid- century America and also a journey through various 
districts of New York at night- time when the office lights were being turned off. 
Wilfred’s description of Rhythm in Steel, Op.71 also shows a more abstract relation of 
form and evocative movement:
Rhythm in Steel, Op. 71. The spectator is being transported slowly through a mobile 
tracery of characteristic steel structures- bridges, cranes, high- tension towers, 
transformer stations, and the like. A progressive rhythmic pattern is created by 
many diagonal braces moving at different tempi and producing a constant flux of 
expanding and contracting triangles. Now you are lifted high up for a view of a 
distant suspension span, then diagonally downward while a huge high- tension 
tower shoots its complex silhouette into an evening sky.41
This is very suggestive of David Nye’s ‘technological sublime’ as reflected in the 
American city at night. The evocation of architectural forms is in marked contrast to 
the light performances of Scriabin and Rimington, and illustrates exactly why Wilfred 
disdained their formless synaesthesia. Indeed there seems to be no evidence that he 
conceived of his art in synaesthetic terms. He acknowledged its musical element in 
terms of choreography rather than tone or harmony, and clearly differentiated the 
‘eighth art’ of lumia in other ways:
[Lumia] is neither composed nor performed like music. In music a group of 
instruments has been evolved, and long since standardized, by means of which any 
composition may be played instantly. In lumia the execution of nearly every new 
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work means readjustments, changes, or new additions to the existing equipment. 
Lumia may never be played in the manner of music . . . and I see no reason at all 
for striving toward this goal. The two arts are so different in nature that attempts to 
design lumia instruments in imitation of musical ones will prove as futile as 
attempts to write lumia compositions by following the conventional rules laid 
down for music. We must shun all imitation and deal with lumia in terms of itself.42
Wilfred identifies a different model for the lumia performance. The mechanism is itself 
modified and adapted by the human performer, who conceives of the lumia composition 
with the system’s capabilities in mind. Illustrations of the system show its range of 
controls, extending far beyond the simplistic colour keyboard of Rimington’s 
instrument or the circle of lights utilized by Scriabin. Indeed, Wilfred also developed 
and constructed theatrical lighting systems for various venues. Although he made a 
clear distinction theatrical systems and his own light performances, Wilfred made 
several references to lumia in an article about stage lighting in 1951:
I have designed a console for thirty standard Variac dimmers, with sliding keys on 
one- inch centres and steel wires running over pulleys to a dimmer room over the 
control room. The thirty control keys move within an area of only 18 by 30 inches, 
and a master provides proportional dimming of any set- up. I am very much in 
favour of a simple manual control board requiring some skill of its operator, and 
granting him in return the same latitude for personal interpretation we now grant 
the musician. Only in this way can the visual accompaniment for a play become a 
living thing.43
Wilfred wanted the operator of the console to achieve the same integration with the 
instrument as a musician might achieve with a piano or a violin. The ‘latitude for 
personal interpretation’ is that performative element that Wilfred brought to his visual 
‘recitals’ at the Art Institute of Light from the 1930s onwards.
Yet Wilfred’s own lumia demonstrations after the 1920s were deliberately silent and – 
perhaps after his own experiences with Stokowski – he decided against making visual 
correlations with music. This is in marked contrast to several other abstract animators, 
not least Mary Ellen Bute whose widely- distributed abstract films of the late 1930s are 
named after and accompanied by Bach’s Toccata and Fugue. The structure of the animation 
is tightly patterned after the music. Writing about her work in 1956, Bute attributes her 
lifelong interest in abstract animation to an early desire to construct dynamic visual forms 
within a musical framework:
For years I have tried to find a method for controlling a source of light to produce 
images in rhythm. I wanted to manipulate light to produce visual compositions in 
time continuity much as a musician manipulates sound to produce music . . . It was 
particularly while I listened to music that I felt an overwhelming urge to translate 
my reactions and ideas into a visual form that would have the ordered sequence of 
music.44
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Mary Ellen Bute was also influenced by Wilfred around 1928 and herself had a 
background in theatrical lighting systems; indeed, their switchboards suggested to her 
new ways of controlling images and content in animated terms. This led to a brief 
collaboration with Leon Theremin to create a device ‘for the free control of light and 
form in movement, synchronized with sound’, that Bute intriguingly refers to as ‘an 
early use of electronics for drawing’. Bute’s work with Theremin was predicated in the 
fact that the clavilux didn’t offer her sufficient control over formal design elements 
(despite Wilfred’s intentions). With Theremin she developed a device for drawing with 
light on a screen:
We immersed a tiny mirror in a small tube of oil, connected by a fine wire which 
was led through an oscillator to a type of joy- stick control. Manipulating this joy- 
stick was like having a responsive drawing pencil or paint brush that flowed light 
and was entirely under the control of the person at the joy- stick . . . The result on 
the screen was pristine and pure like a lovely drawing in kinetic light that developed 
in time- continuity.45
Theremin’s and Bute’s device (which was either some form of cathode- ray tube or a 
projection onto a sheet, it is not entirely clear) was publicly shown at a lecture, ‘The 
Perimeters of Light and Sound and their Possible Synchronization’, on 31 January 1932 
at the New York Musicological Society where Theremin used one of his electronic 
musical instruments to control the light pointer, converting sound into visual form. 
This enthused the musicologists and Bute intended to do more because this advance 
was only an approximation of her vision. Lack of funds and Theremin’s subsequent 
return to Soviet Russia curtailed the project. It was around this time at Theremin’s 
studio that Bute encountered the mathematical compositional theories of Joseph 
Schillinger which could be applied to kinetic art. Searching for a way to develop these 
ideas in practical terms, Bute then moved away from lighting systems towards film:
I felt keenly the limitations inherent in the plastic and graphic mediums and 
determined to find a medium in which movement would be the primary design 
factor. Motion picture sound film seemed to be the answer and I began to make 
films, most of them abstract in content.46
Several animated films emerged from her work with Schillinger. These were all 
accompanied by music, including a special arrangement of Bach’s Sheep may safely 
graze by Stokowski who was interested in Bute’s work. In the early 1950s, she also 
collaborated with Dr Ralph Potter of Bell Labs to utilize sound waveforms on 
oscilloscopes as part of her animations. Clearly, she perceived a strong underlying link 
between music, colour and abstract imagery that was also reinforced by her mentor.47
Schillinger was a Russian emigré to New York in the 1920s and ahead of his time in 
seeing the potential for electronic musical instruments. Indeed, he collaborated with 
Theremin and composer Henry Cowell to build the first automatic rhythm machine, 
the rhythmicon. Cowell was influential on the young John Cage in suggesting new 
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technologies for music. Schillinger was particularly interested in the development of 
compositional systems with a strongly mathematical basis, including Benny Goodman 
and even George Gershwin amongst his students (Gershwin apparently made extensive 
use of the Schillinger system in Porgy and Bess).
Schillinger’s development of musical constructions and his more general aesthetic 
theories formed the basis for his 1948 publication The Mathematical Basis of the Arts, 
which was distributed posthumously. His basic contention was that aesthetic forms in 
both music and the visual arts follow measurable and quantifiable schema that are 
often manifested as curvilinear graphic forms (such as the golden section), and those 
forms that are most appealing can be quantified. Whilst allowing for interpretation and 
human development, Schillinger thought that aspects of this process could be 
automated and systematized, as he said:
As long as an art form manifests itself through a physical medium, and is perceived 
through an organ of sensation, memory and associative orientation, it is a 
measurable quantity. Measurable quantities are subject to the laws of mathematics. 
Thus, analysis of esthetic form requires mathematical techniques, and the synthesis 
of forms (the realization of forms in an art medium) requires the technique of 
engineering. There is no reason why music or painting or poetry cannot be 
designed and executed just as engines or bridges are.48
In a sense this turns Nye’s ‘technological sublime’ back on itself; instead of merely 
equating technological experiences with art, Schillinger looks to ways of executing 
aesthetic expressions with the same precision as manufactured objects. Schillinger 
went on to say that the temporal and structural aspects of music parallel the 
choreographic aspects of his abstract animations; he made several comparisons of 
kinetic projections – which sound very close to lumia – and music, linked with a 
common element which is their shared basis in time.
In this respect at least, Schillinger was closer to the spirit of Wilfred’s choreographic 
conception of his lumia, especially in his listing of the ‘Elements of Visual Kinetic 
Composition’ which includes the trajectories of lines and solid figures, and the effects 
of illumination and texture, but also the component of time, which is also included in 
a list of the ‘Elements of Music’ that immediately follows.49
Schillinger considered the creation of ‘Combined Arts’ based around a screen divided 
into 24 × 24 units (576 squares). He took the 24 frames per second of a standard motion 
picture as the underlying temporal division and used this to generate both the music and 
the imagery. In a series of diagrams and formulae that were intended to calculate activity 
across each of the 576 visual units, he produced abstract imagery very close to that of 
Mary Ellen Bute and the early works of John and James Whitney. He also suggested that 
the 24-frame division is the key factor in the generation of sound and image.50
The correlation of the general component in both art forms may be assigned to 
different proportionate relations such as harmonic ratios, distributive powers, 
series of growth and so on. The entire manifold of synchronized components must 
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be based on a standard space- time unit expressed through a single motion picture 
frame (1/24 of a second) and the common denominator of musical time.51
The natural outcome of this line of thinking is Schillinger’s prediction of several 
instruments for automatically generating imagery and music, including the 
‘graphomaton’ – an instrument producing linear design, and ‘luminaton’ – an 
instrument producing design projected by light source.52 The point is that these systems 
are algorithmic and generative, and Schillinger anticipates the much later development 
of digital programmed art with a system designed to work with purely geometric, that 
is, analogue, calculations.
Although this close connection of image and music was not Wilfred’s aim, it is clear 
that musical forms and an underlying temporal structure were essential to the 
development of his lumia. Where he intentionally departed from earlier attempts at a 
gross and obvious connection between musical scales and simple colour sequences was 
in the complexity and choreography of his generated images.
In this he can be directly compared to his near- contemporary Oskar Fischinger, 
who echoed Wilfred’s denial that his images were simply illustrative of music. Although 
Fischinger, who did not communicate well in English, never explained his system as 
extensively as Wilfred had in his two articles, he was moved to respond to an article by 
Richter that made the assumption that his work had a direct and obvious relationship 
to music. Fischinger’s response was quite emphatic:
Not all of my films are soundfilms.
My films are no illustrations of music.53
He went on to explain in more detail that music functioned as ‘[an] architectural 
groundplan – time and rythmus were given and the mood and feeling were blown in 
the optical motions’. Here again, Fischinger meant that his images, which were both 
generated by specially- constructed mechanical apparatus and also marked out on rolls 
of film in units of 24 frames, just as Schillinger proposed, shared something of the 
music’s structure but did not simply follow its form or respond to its passages. This 
could again be usefully contrasted with Mary Ellen Bute’s works, which certainly are 
illustrative of music in a fairly straightforward way.
[In] absolute film; music is used to put it over, but the development of optical 
expression, the invention of new ways of motion in coordination with the Rythmus 
given in the music . . . the invention of new Ways of motion is the main Idea, the 
main force, and the time – or Rhythmus coordination with music is secondary of 
less importance.54
Both Thomas Wilfred and Oskar Fischinger developed systems of dynamic abstract 
imagery that had an underlying connection to music and were derived in similar ways 
from the dynamic structure of musical composition. However, unlike Schillinger and 
other abstract animators such as Bute, they insisted on the separateness of their visual 
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art from music and consciously distanced themselves from their precursors in ‘colour 
music’. In that sense, both ‘lumia’ and ‘absolute film’ do indeed point towards a new 
direction for visual imagery that would be more fully realized by the development of 
computer graphics in the second half of the twentieth century.
Yet, as Leopold Stokowski intuited, there was still more than an echo of music in the 
way that the immaterial forms projected by the clavilux rose and fell in rhythmic 
patterns, and in the performative aspect of Wilfred’s work. If not simply visualizations 
of music then both he and Fischinger found ways to develop new optical forms that 
had within them something evocative of musical phrases and dynamics.
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